
9
th

 December 2021;  
 

FBGA respond to the The Moral Dilemma by Jamie Greene MSP who spoke in the media and 
the Scottish Parliament 8th December 2021.  
 
 

When members of the Scottish parliament such as Jamie Green MSP yesterday start talking about 
the moral imperative and giving lectures on the moral imperative for institutions to do the right thing.  
 
It is just sheer hypocrisy given Jamie Greene and others in his party voted that Survivors give up 
rights by signing a Waiver and the political parties collectively in Scotland did nothing for years and 
years. 
 

  
The moral imperative from the survivors point is that this should have been done many many years 
ago as John Swinney rightly acknowledged. 
 
 

The moral imperative would have been to address the survivor issues by all the political parties 
much much earlier whereby many survivors would have received full Justice and Redress in this 
lifetime as John Swinney acknowledged too.  
 

  
Many Many survivors passed away including family members in the interim years and a good others. 
 
 

The moral thing is to actually listen now (as John Swinney acknowledged in his statement)  to what 
the survivors actually want including from a particular institution where they were abused in. A moral 
dilemma is not always solved by a financial solution as politician such as Jamie Greene seem to thing 
and imply and certainly nor by giving away the rights of people. Its for the survivors to decide what is 
right for them including whether that be reconciliation with the institution they were in no one else.  
 
 

Quarriers were in our view up holding the "Rights" of their survivors by this decision as those who 
wished to could still pursue Civil Cases as they were not required to sign away their rights by signing 
a Waiver!!! 
  
 

Please note: FBGA responded to Jamie Green on his twitter account on the 8th December 2021 sadly 
Mr Jamie Green MSP chooses to ignore our message. We also suggest Jamie Greene speak to the 
Prime Minister Boris Johnson before giving anyone lectures on morals!!!!. 
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